A History of Tuesday Forum (Pretoria)
This lecture forum, originally named The Tuesday Forum, and now shortened to Tuesday Forum, was
the brainchild of Joy Oldridge. The Pretoria Women’s Club was thinking of closing down and an
American friend of Joy’s was looking for something to replace it. As Joy told us at our 40th anniversary party in 2012: “In 1972 I invited a small group of women to assist me in starting an ‘In Depth’
lecture forum in Pretoria. English was the medium to be used. It was hoped that we would be able to
provide intellectual stimulation, and be able to give women an opportunity to meet and to discuss
various issues.” It was seen as being a service to the community. The meetings were to be held in the
morning on the first Tuesday of every month from February to November, and this has never changed.
The initial membership was 50, made up of local women who were not working and the wives of
diplomats. Now the numbers have risen to around 210 and all members are retired women and men.
[We need some younger members to keep Tuesday Forum going!] The first meeting was held in the
Boulevard Hotel, and after a few months, Forum moved to the Pretoria Country Club. This was not the
most suitable venue, so Joy ‘plucked up courage’ and approached Professor van Wijk at Unisa who
allowed us to use the film auditorium for many years. His wife, Cilna, agreed to be our Honorary
President, assisting with arrangements at Unisa when there were problems, and held that position for
many years.
When Unisa decided to renovate and alter the auditorium for use as a venue for music performances,
renaming it the Miriam Makeba Hall, Tuesday Forum had to find another home. Professor Caroline
van Niekerk, who was in the Music Department at the University of Pretoria, organised for us to move
to the Musaion, a wonderfully suitable venue where we stayed for a long time. In return for the use of
this venue, we funded a number of bursaries for music students. At one stage we had to move to the
Groenkloof campus while the Musaion was being refurbished. After the student unrest in 2016 the
University authorities decided to close their facilities to outsiders, and we had to move again. This
time we went to the Brooklyn Methodist Church hall where U3A was holding its quarterly meetings.
Many of our members also belong to U3A, so they were familiar with the venue. However, both
organisations (U3A and Tuesday Forum) started looking for a more suitable venue, and eventually
decided on the Skuilkrans NG Kerk Hall and Church where both established themselves in 2018. Our
members have proved very adaptable to change and, once familiar with the route to Skuilkrans, have
settled there well.
In the 46 years of its existence, there have been only four Chairmen.
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Joy Oldridge, who served in that capacity for 30 years until she retired to Somerset West.
(She still takes a keen interest in her ‘baby’);
Caroline van Niekerk who was Chairman from 2002 to 2006 during which time she
organised the move to the Musaion;
Ann Ackermann who took over when Caroline retired to Onrus, and chaired Forum from
2007 to 2014;
Jenny Janisch who became the fourth Chairman in 2015, and supervised the moves from
Tukkies to Brooklyn and, finally, to Skuilkrans.
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When Joy retired, the committee decided to honour her by dedicating each June meeting to her,
naming it Joy in June. To begin with, Joy chose the person she wanted as the presenter for the
meeting. Now it is the task of the programme sub-committee to find the right person(s) to mark the
day. On Tuesday 5 June 2012, we celebrated Tuesday Forum’s 40th birthday by inviting Joy to the
meeting, having Charl du Plessis to entertain us and a party afterwards. Joy spent some time
reminiscing about the 30 years she was in charge, how she started Forum and why, as well as
memories of special meetings and references to some of the wonderful range of over 300 speakers
who had given stimulating and memorable talks. There were even several panel discussions – one on
freedom of speech and censorship (with Joel Mervis, Raymond Louw and Professor van Niekerk from
Unisa) and another entitled ‘The Buyer Beware’ (with Margaret Lessing and other members of the
Housewives League and Gwen Gill, a journalist).
Originally, Forum ended the year with a lunch for those members who wished to pay, and then this
turned into a Charity Tea which was held at Burgundy’s on the Tukkies campus. Only about 120
members could be accommodated, and though it was a delightful occasion, it meant that many
members were excluded. Moreover the chosen charity only benefitted from those who attended the
tea. When Burgundy’s closed, the charity teas ended. Now, at the last meeting of the year, we have tea
afterwards with more than just the usual biscuits. Everyone can enjoy this without paying extra.

Tea at Burgundy’s

Committee members Janice Farquharson and Stella Schutte with
Joy Oldridge

Ann Ackermann (right) presenting
a lucky prize winner with her prize at the
Benefit Tea - with Elsje Myburgh

George and Rose (committee member) McGillivray with Edgar and Yvonne (long-serving secretary)Bulling

Correspondence with members was by post, and the Chairman’s bi-annual letter and programme were
printed on yellow paper, so that members could easily find the page in the midst of white paper. Then
that became too expensive so we moved to white paper until the postal service became problematic
and we embraced technology. Now all correspondence is by email. For members who do not use email
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we print the programme for them to collect at the February and July meetings, and we ask that each
finds a ‘buddy’ who can inform them of any changes that might occur.
The original Constitution of Tuesday Forum has changed slightly over the years. For example, we
have moved the Annual General Meeting from November to October as the annual benefit morning
for a deserving charity happens in November, when we invite a representative of the chosen charity to
give a brief introduction to the work it does, before the speaker begins. For some years now, the
Committee has chosen a child-centred charity to benefit from the collection. Some Constitution
provisions such as “new members may only be proposed and seconded by members of not less than
one year’s standing” AND “membership fees shall be R6.00 per annum while members joining after
30th June shall pay R3.00!” are no longer applicable. But others remain, such as keeping a register of
attendance and apologies, and the rule that the same guest may only attend 3 meetings in a year.
Another provision was to make donations to a variety of organisations when there are surplus funds.
For some time this was not possible but we are now again able to make donations to appropriate
causes. One in particular that has benefitted from us over the years is Tape Aids for the Blind.

Jenny Janisch with Tony Bentel (pianist)
and Alexandra Mullinos (soprano)

Elsje Myburgh (programme organiser for 11 years) with
Ockie Vermeulen (organist) & Wessel van Wyk (pianist)

Some years ago, a ‘Presidents Council’ was begun in Johannesburg for all organisations who have an
annual programme of speakers, and Forum has been included. It meets once a year for representatives
of these organisations to share information about the speakers they have had whom they would
recommend to others. We share their contact details, and give a short presentation on the subjects
presented. This has provided us with a very useful store of good speakers to bring to Pretoria for us to
enjoy and to be stimulated by.
In four years’ time we will turn 50, and we hope that Tuesday Forum will then still be providing a
service to the community.
Note: This short history can also be found on our website which is linked to the U3A Pretoria website.
To find Tuesday Forum go to:

www.u3a.org.za/U3A_PTA/tuesdayforum/index.html

The History can be downloaded as a pdf file:
www.u3a.org.za/U3A_PTA/tuesdayforum/documents/TF_History.pdf
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